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… in the VINOTHEK at the winery. 
Here you will not only find the wines of
the current vintage, but also fine spirits, 
juices & preserves from our orchards.

...together with homemade delicacies
in our TOP RATED WINE TAVERN. 
We pay particular attention to the 
traditional processing of our food 
from selected regional producers. 
Our bread is freshly-baked every day 
from our own grain.

…and buy directly at the winery, via 
our ONLINE SHOP or from one of
OUR DISTRIBUTORS. All information about our partners in Austria 
and across borders can be found on our website.

DISCOVER OUR WINES

Hollenburgerstraße 12

3508 Krustetten, Austria

T. +43 (0) 2739 2691

info@weingutmueller.at

www.weingutmueller.at
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he family run Müller winery is located in the southern part 
of  the Kremstal wine region in the picturesque village of  

Krustetten. The estate was first mentioned in the archive of  the 
nearby Göttweig Abbey as early as 1270 a.d. as a Lesehof  which 
translated means “wine press house”.

I n 1936, grandfather Leopold Müller acquired a small vineyard 
in Krustetten and made the first Müller wine. Nowadays, the 

3rd and 4th generation of  Müllers is managing the estate, which now 
encompasses a proud 120 hectares of  prime vineyards. The grandsons 
Leopold and Stefan, together with the entire Müller family, relentlessly 
work to ensure the best possible quality wines.

Müller Family Estate est. 1936
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Ried Kremser Kogl

O ur philosophy is to work in harmony with nature, in a sustainable 
and respectful manner. The diverse soil and micro-climatic conditions 

on the hills surrounding the Göttweig Abbey, in the southern Kremstal 
wine region, require us to care for every vineyard individually and to fully 
understand each site in relation to soil, exposure and grape variety. Our 
knowledge that has accumulated over several generations allows us to 
produce superior grape quality with distinct and exciting character.

 „The secret of our quality
      is rooted in the vineyards…“

P H I LO S O P H Y



„It is our aim to gently bottle as much of  the

naturally grown goodness of  our wines, as possible “
Stefan & Leopold

A t the Müller Estate we are fully committed to sustainability 
in all our processes. Our new press house and wine cellar is 

built into the hillside, which helps to keep the internal temperature 
constant and allows us to use gravity instead of  electrical pumps to 
move the grapes, must or wine wherever possible. We also use our own 
spring water and biomass heating. This perfect setup allows us to focus 
on the diligent vinification process. Our aim is to bottle characterful, 
balanced wines with clear fruit and an enjoyable drinking experience. 
Our relentlessness has been rewarded with numerous national and 
international awards and encouraging feedback of  our customers.



S U S TA I NA B I L I T Y

I t is our responsibility to preserve our landscape for future 
generations and try to manage our winery in a way that conserves 

resources. Through our determination, we were able to meet the strict 
criteria of  the "Sustainable Austria" certification. The program is based 
on three pillars: Ecology, Economy and Social Aspects.

We have been able to implement many solutions for a sustainable economy:

Continuous growth of  beneficial plants 
and insects and increasing soil recovery 

through many years of vegetation
cover between the vines and careful 

cultivation of vineyards

Minimal consumption of  resources 
by using the house's own well, installing 

a photovoltaic system and a wood 
chip heating unit

Utilisation of  natural earth energy by 
erecting our cellar building on a hillside
(60% of  the building are underground)

Constant quality yields sustainable 
success, as well as national and

international awards

Voluntary social benefits for employees The diagram of  our sustainability 
certification
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Our exclusive wines from the Wachau wine region come 
from single vineyard sites first mentioned over a thousand 
years ago, when the monks of the Kremsmünster Abbey 
planted vines on this site for the first time, by the order of 
the Bavarian Duke Tassilo III.

Ried  ALTE POINT, MAUTERN
GRÜNER VELTLINER
This single vineyard is located in the south-eastern part 
of the Wachau wine region between the Roman village of 
Mautern and the Göttweig Abbey. This location’s warm 
climate and the heat-preserving Danube gravel layer pro-
motes early maturation of the grapes and produces spicy 
wines with depth and finesse.

Ried  LEUKUSCHBERG, MAUTERN
GRÜNER VELTLINER
This single vineyard is located in the south-eastern part 
of the Wachau wine region between the Roman village 
of Mautern and the Göttweig Abbey. The vines of this 
warm and sun drenched site grow on weathered primary 
rock, which gives the wines a unique mineral character.

Ried  SÜSSENBERG, MAUTERN
GRÜNER VELTLINER, RIESLING & PINOT NOIR
Süssenberg (sweet mountain) is our oldest documented 
single vineyard. It had already been planted with vines in 
893 AD. The many hours of sun and the soil, comprised 
mainly of weathered rock, provide ideal
conditions for fruity, variety-specific wines. 

S I N G L E  V I N E YA R D S  ( R I E D E N ) 
of the

Southern Kremstal

GÖTTWEIGER BERG

GRÜNER VELTLINER, RIESLING,
MUSKATELLER, SAUVIGNON BLANC, ZWEIGELT

With its mixture of  deep "Löss" and chalky weathered rock, the vineyard area
Göttweiger Berg of  the southern Kremstal wine region offers ideal conditions
for fruity, variety specific wines.

vineyard sites dating back to 893 AD
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Ried  KREMSER LUSTHAUSBERG WEISSER BURGUNDER
The east-facing sloping terraces made up of  chalky conglomerate gravel, directly face 
the Danube river. This location is ideally suited for Pinot Blanc.

Ried  FUCHABERG CHARDONNAY RESERVE
The gentle hill of  the Fuchaberg offers ideal conditions for fruitful and full-bodied wines- 
barren weathered rocks store the heat in this sun drenched site and the exposed location 
allows the wind to dry the vines quickly after a rain shower.

Ried  FURTHER GOTTSCHELLE GRÜNER VELTLINER
First mentioned as "Gotschali" in 1341, it is situated at the foot of  the Göttweiger 
mountain. The south-facing old Danube terrace has a mighty "Löss" layer with high 
proportions of  gneiss and granite in the subsoil.

Ried  EICHBÜHEL GRÜNER VELTLINER  RESERVE
Our highest single vineyard (335m) near Krustetten is characterised by a chalky conglo-
merate rock. This exposed location and the slightly cooler climate allow a long maturation 
on the vine which results in complex, layered wines with outstanding elegance. 

OUR SINGLE VINEYARDS (Rieden)

Ried   FURTHER SILBERBICHL RIESLING
The first mention of  this site, as a single vineyard, dates back to 1562. The name stems 
from the presence of  mica (silver) in the deeper soil layers and the location on a hill 
(Bichl). Due to its south-eastern exposition it is the perfect site for Riesling.

Ried  LEITEN RIESLING
With its southern exposure, a gradient of  steep 25% and weathered primary rock, it forms a 
magnificent Riesling vineyard site. Due to the closeness to the Danube river, there are high 
temperature fluctuations between day and night which give the wines elegant fruity aromas. 

Ried   HOLLENBURGER GOLDBERG RIESLING RESERVE
The small single vineyard Goldberg has a southern exposure and is dominated by chalky
conglomerate rock. The particularly warm micro-climate promotes the ripening process 
of  the grapes and lays the foundation for wines with intense fruit and complexity.

Ried  KREMSER KOGL GRÜNER VELTLINER & NEUBURGER
This single vineyard, located close to the small village of  Hollenburg, consists of  chalky 
conglomerate soil with various thick layers of  "Löss". The Danube facing terraces are 
situated near the top of  the “Kogl” which has cooler night temperatures and produces 
finely structured, elegant & aromatic wines.

Ried  KREMSER  FRAUENGRUND GRÜNER VELTLINER
This site consists of  a thick layer of  pure “Löss”. It is rich in nutrients and retains water 
like a sponge in the hot and dry summers. Wines from this site represent the classic type 
of  Grüner Veltliner with spicy fruit and fresh floral aromas. 

Ried  NEUBERG GRÜNER VELTLINER
This single vineyard consists of  south-facing terraces and is characterised by a layer of  
“Löss” over weathered chalky rock. Ried Neuberg is a perfect single vineyard for Grüner 
Veltliner, it offers great conditions for ripe fruit and elegance in the wines.
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